In Dual Primary Elections, qualified voters may vote in either Primary, but not both.

They must indicate their choice to the Pollbook officer and may not be challenged on their choice.

§ 24.2-530. Who may vote in primary? All persons qualified to vote...may vote at the primary. No person shall vote for the candidates of more than one party.
**Commonwealth of Virginia**  
City of Alexandria  
Democratic Party Primary Election  
Tuesday, June 18, 2024

### Instructions
Please use a black or blue ink pen to mark your ballot.

**To vote for a candidate,** fill in the box next to the name.

**If you want to change a vote** or if you have made a mistake, ask the election staff for a replacement ballot.

### Mayor
Vote for only one

- Alyia Smith Parker Gaskins
- Amy B. Jackson
- Steven B. Peterson

### Member
City Council
Vote for not more than six

- R. Kirk McPike
- James C. "Jimmy" Lewis Jr.
- Abdel S. Elnoubi
- Sarah R. Bagley
- Canek Aguirre
- Jesse D. O’Connell
- Kevin J. Harris
- John Taylor Chapman
- Jonathan P. Huskey
- Jacinta E. Greene
- Charlotte A. Scherer

**End of Ballot**

**Notice:**
Individuals or groups using this sample ballot for their own purposes must replace the above authorization line with their own. (§24.2–956, Code of Virginia)

Sample Ballots may not be printed on white paper. (§24.2–622, Code of Virginia)

---

Authorized by
The Alexandria Electoral Board
132 N. Royal Street #100
Alexandria, VA 22314
703.746.4050
Sample Ballot

Commonwealth of Virginia
City of Alexandria
Republican Party Primary Election
Tuesday, June 18, 2024

Instructions
Please use a black or blue ink pen to mark your ballot.

To vote for a candidate, fill in the box next to the name.

If you want to change a vote or if you have made a mistake, ask the election staff for a replacement ballot.

Member
United States Senate

Vote for only one

- Hung Cao
- Edward C. "Eddie" Garcia Jr.
- Jonathan W. Emord
- C.L. "Chuck" Smith, Jr.
- Scott Thomas Parkinson

End of Ballot

Authorized by
The Alexandria Electoral Board
132 N. Royal Street #100
Alexandria, VA 22314
703.746.4050

Notice:
Individuals or groups using this sample ballot for their own purposes must replace the above authorization line with their own. ($24.2-956, Code of Virginia)

Sample Ballots may not be printed on white paper. ($24.2-622, Code of Virginia)